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Abstract
Purpose—To determine whether the combined MRI and MR spectroscopy imaging (MRSI) prior
to radiation therapy (RT) is valuable for RT target definition, and to evaluate the feasibility of
replacing the current definition of uniform margins by custom shaped margins based on the
information from MRI and MRSI.

Methods and Materials—Twenty three GBM patients underwent MRI and MRSI within 4 weeks
after surgery but before the initiation of RT and at two month follow-up (FU) intervals thereafter.
MRSI data were quantified on the basis of a Choline-to-NAA Index (CNI) as a measure of
spectroscopic abnormality. A combined anatomic and metabolic ROI (MRI/S) consisting of T2-
weighted hyperintensity, contrast enhancement (CE), resection cavity and CNI2 based on the pre-
RT imaging was compared to CNI2 extent and RT dose distribution. The spatial relationship of the
pre-RT MRI/S and the RT dose volume was compared to the extent of CE at each FU.

Results—Nine patients showed new or increased CE during FU, and 14 patients were either stable
or had decreased CE. New or increased areas of CE occurred within CNI2 that was covered by 60
Gy in six patients and within the CNI2 that was not entirely covered by 60 Gy in three patients. New
or increased CE resided within the pre-RT MRI/S lesion in 89 % (8/9) of the patients with new or
increased CE.

Conclusion—These data indicate that the definition of RT target volumes according to the
combined morphologic and metabolic abnormality may be sufficient for RT targeting.
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INTRODUCTION
High-grade malignant gliomas are the most common primary brain tumors in adults. Despite
recent developments in surgical techniques and postoperative treatment, the prognosis for
patients with a high-grade glioma remains very poor. The median survival has been reported
in the range of 12 – 15 months for patients with glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) and 36 months
for anaplastic astrocytoma (AA) [1–4]. Conventional treatment of high-grade gliomas includes
surgical resection which provides immediate decompression and yields tissue for
histopathologic evaluation. This is typically followed by concurrent radiation/chemotherapy.

In order to enhance the effectiveness of radiation therapy (RT) in gliomas while sparing normal
tissue, it is important to accurately distinguish cancer from normal tissue. Computerized
tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are currently used to delineate the
target volume for high grade gliomas with MRI providing superior soft tissue contrast [5–7].
Target volumes for 3D conformal radiation therapy (3D-CRT) are defined to cover the
Gadolinium contrast enhancing region on T1-weighted images obtained from MRI with a
uniform margin of 1 to 4 cm [1,8–10] and/or the area of hyperintense lesion on T2-weighted
MRI enlarged by several centimeters [11,12].

These uniform margins are defined in an attempt to address several shortcomings with
conventional anatomic imaging. Serial biopsy studies show tumor cells more than 3 cm from
the contrast enhancing (CE) region [13]; in addition, some tumors are not contrast-enhancing,
and the T2 hyperintensity (T2h) may not distinguish tumor from edema, or normal appearing
brain tissue beyond T2h might harbor tumor cells. Previous studies have shown that three-
dimensional (3D) magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) is valuable for mapping
the spatial extent of brain tumors and this technique is suggested as an adjunct to MRI in
delineating the target for radiation therapy in high-grade gliomas (HGG) [14,15].

Three-dimensional proton MR spectroscopy imaging (MRSI) provides information concerning
the spatial distribution of cellular metabolites in the brain. At long echo times (TE 144ms), it
provides information about levels of metabolites such as choline (Cho), creatine (Cr), N-acetyl-
aspartate (NAA), and lipid/lactate (LL). NAA is a neuronal marker that is decreased in tumors.
Creatine provides a measure of cellular bioenergetic processes, and may be a marker for cell
oxygenation. Cho is a membrane component that is increased in tumors due to increased
proliferation and/or increased membrane turnover. Lactate and lipid are presumed to represent
measures of hypoxia and necrosis, respectively.

A series of image-guided biopsies have been performed at our institution in an attempt to study
the biological significance of these imaging parameters. Dowling et al. correlated metabolite
levels measured by preoperative MRSI with histologic findings from image-guided biopsies
of brain tumors [16]. The findings showed that when the pattern of MRS metabolites included
abnormally increased Cho and decreased NAA resonances, the histology of such biopsy
samples invariably confirmed the presence of tumor. This prompted the development of an
automated analysis that estimates peak parameters for Choline and NAA on a voxel-by-voxel
basis (including normal appearing brain tissue) and computes the so-called Cho-to-NAA Index
(CNI). A CNI of 2 or greater has been shown to correspond to tumor in biopsy correlation
studies [17,18].
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In previous studies, we have compared the differences between MRSI and MRI lesions in
patients with HGG. We found significant variations between the two modalities with respect
to tumor size and location prior to surgery [14], and after surgery but before RT [15]. These
data suggested that MRSI is likely to improve the diagnostic accuracy of the assessment of
residual disease for HGG. It was concluded that the incorporation of metabolic information
into the treatment planning of postoperative HGG patients would result in target volumes
different in size and shape compared to the currently defined target volumes as described above.

The purpose of this study is to determine whether the combination of MRI and MRSI is of
value for RT target definition. In particular, we sought to assess the feasibility of replacing the
current definition of uniform margins by custom shaped margins in accordance to the tumor
extent seen on MRI and MRSI in order to limit RT exposure to normal brain tissue. We therefore
compared the spatial location and extent of CE at follow-up imaging with the actually delivered
radiation dose and related those to spectroscopic findings prior to RT in order to assess the
potential for modifying the RT target volume.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
A total of thirty adult patients (22M/8F; median age 57 years, range 27–80 years) with WHO
II classified glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) who were treated at the University of California,
San Francisco, Medical Center between March 2000 and October 2004 were recruited for this
retrospective study. Each patient underwent MRI and MRSI within 4 weeks after surgery but
before RT (pre-RT). Follow-up (FU) exams with MRI/MRSI were acquired at the end of RT
and at two month intervals thereafter. To be included in this study, patients must have had a
pre-RT MRI and MRSI and at least one FU that included post contrast imaging. Another
requirement was the availability of the radiation treatment plan. Seven patients were excluded
due to incomplete follow-up data (4), an alignment failure between the pre-RT and the FU
exams (1), lack of spectroscopy at pre-RT (1), or a lack of availability of the radiation treatment
plan (1), leaving a total of 23 patients for evaluation.

The median age of the 23 patients studied was 53 years at the pre-RT time point with a range
of 27 – 76 years. The Karnofsky performance scale (KPS) was ≥ 70. Written and informed
consent for participating in the study was obtained from all patients. All 23 patients were treated
with fractionated 3D-CRT and chemotherapy whereby three patients received more than one
chemotherapeutic agent. Chemotherapeutic agents included Temozolomide (13), Thalidomide
(3), Poly ICLC (6), Zarnestra (1), Tarceva (1), Accutane (1) and Celebrex (1), and 2 patients
underwent carbogen breathing during delivery of RT following injection of bovine hemoglobin
(HbOC-201). Chemotherapy was given either concurrently (15) or adjuvantly (8).

Radiation target volumes were defined based on current standard of care without knowledge
of the MRSI data. The conventional target volume was defined to encompass the region of
hyperintensity on T2-weighted MR images with a uniform margin of about 1 cm and/or the
region of contrast enhancement plus a margin of 2–3 cm. The addition of the 1–3 cm margin
to the target volume was designed to account for microscopic tumor infiltration. The latter
target volume was reduced after delivery of about 46 Gy (so called cone down) in about half
of the patients and an additional 14 Gy was prescribed to the region of contrast enhancement
plus a margin of about 1–2 cm. A total dose of 60 Gy was delivered in 30 fractions over a
course of approximately 6 weeks by means of an average of 3 to 5 non-coplanar treatment
portals designed to achieve at least 95% target coverage while meeting surrounding structure
dose constraints.
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MRI/MRSI Acquisition
Patients were scanned on a 1.5 T GE Signa MR scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) using
a quadrature head coil. The MRI protocol included an axial T2-weighted fluid attenuated
inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence [19,20] with 3-mm slice thickness and pre- and post-
Gadolinium-DTPA T1-weighted spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) images with 1.5-mm thickness.
At the end of the MRI scan, 3D MRSI was acquired using Point Resolved Spectroscopic
(PRESS) [21] volume localization with spectral spatial pulses for water suppression and very
selective suppression (VSS) pulses for outer volume suppression (TR/TE=1000/144 ms, 1 cc
nominal spatial resolution; 12×12×8 or 16×8×8 phase-encoding matrix) [22]. Spectral values
were normalized relative to the noise standard deviation, estimated from the right hand end of
the spectra which was devoid of metabolite peaks [23]. The MRSI data were quantified offline
to estimate peak parameters for the metabolites within the excited region. A Choline-to-NAA
Index of greater than 2 (CNI2) was calculated automatically and respective contours of CNI2
were displayed on the anatomic images. The details of the acquisition parameters of the MRI
and MRSI examinations and the spectral processing have been published elsewhere [23,24,
25].

MRI and MRSI data were aligned to the post contrast T1-weighted images. The treatment
planning CT and the actually delivered RT dose distribution were obtained and registered to
the latter in order to correlate the radiation dose distribution with the MRI and MRSI data
[26–28].

ROIs and MRI/MRSI volumetric evaluation
The MRI data sets were contoured manually and verified by a radiation oncologist (AP).
Regions of interest (ROI) included contrast enhancement (CE) on T1-weighted post contrast
images and the hyperintensity on T2-weighted images (T2h), and the resection cavity (RC, the
latter because it is included in the conventional RT target definition). Any regions of intrinsic
T1 shortening, i.e. blood, were accounted for based on the pre-contrast T1-weighted images
and subtracted from the CE ROI. The CNI2 contour was automatically generated by a
previously described automated image analysis program [17]. Because of current size and
shape limitations, the PRESS volume did not always cover ROIs in their entire extent, we
restricted our subsequent data analysis to the portion of these lesions that were within the
PRESS volume.

The overall morphologic abnormality, which serves for the standard RT target volume
definition, was defined as CE + T2h + RC (Figure 1a). The addition of the metabolic
abnormality (CNI2) to the morphologic abnormality defined the combined volume of MRI/S.

The radiation treatment plans that were actually delivered to the patients were retrieved from
the department of radiation oncology at UCSF and the delivered isodose lines were uploaded
into our image analysis programs. The MRI/S volume and the perpendicular distance of its
maximum extension beyond the 60 Gy isodose line (60 Gy) were calculated. The volume and
the maximum extension of CNI2 outside the 60 Gy were also calculated in order to evaluate
whether the entire region of the metabolic abnormality as defined by CNI2 was covered by the
current conventional target definition and dose distribution.

The follow-up imaging data sets were aligned to the pre-RT reference T1-weigheted post
contrast SPGR data set [29]. Post-RT areas of CE (as a conventional measure of possible tumor
recurrence) were contoured and the pre-RT ROI’s including PRESS, CNI2, 60 Gy, and the
combined volume of MRI/S were superimposed and compared to the post-RT CE for analysis
(Figure 1b). The volume and the maximum extension of CE at each follow-up scan beyond the
pre-RT MRI/S were calculated. The spatial correspondence of CE during follow-up and the
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pre-RT CNI2 were analyzed to evaluate the degree of new/increased CE residing within or
beyond CNI2 and to see whether this area of CNI2 was covered by 60 Gy. In addition, the total
volumes of CE as well as the volume of CE within the PRESS volume were evaluated.

Changes in CE volume during FU were classified as “increased” (>25% increase in CE
volume), “new” (onset of new CE in patients without CE residual disease at pre-RT),
“stable” (less than 25% +/− volume change), or “decreased” (>25% decrease in CE volume).
Upon declared clinical progression (in light of new or increased CE and neurological or
neurocognitive symptoms), patients were enrolled into different treatment protocols and at that
point excluded from this current analysis.

RESULTS
Pre-RT

Prior to RT, 21 of 23 patients showed contrast enhancing lesions with a median CE volume of
10.1 cc, ranging from 0.4 to 42.0 cc. The median CE volume covered by the PRESS volume
was 6.3 cc, and ranged from 0.2 to 35.5 cc. The median CE volume outside the PRESS volume
was 1.9 cc, and ranged from 0.05 to 11.8 cc.

There were portions of the MRI/S abnormality (CNI2+CE+T2h+RC) that were not covered
by the prescribed dose of 60 Gy in 11/23 patients. Among these 11 patients, 10 showed regions
of CNI2 that were not covered by 60 Gy. The median volume of CNI2 that extended beyond
the prescribed dose volume was 3.5 cc (range: 0.2 – 29.2 cc), and it extended as much as 4 cm
from the 60 Gy isodose contour (median 1.7, range: 0.4 – 4.0 cm). Five of the 10 patients had
only minor extensions of CNI2 which were less than 2 cc. Table 1 summarizes the pre-RT
results.

Figure 2 shows an example of one of the 10 patients who had CNI2 extensions suggestive of
tumor infiltration along the posterior genu of the corpus callosum that was not covered by 60
Gy. The dose display for this patient shows that the majority of the CNI2 which extended
beyond the 60 Gy region received ≥50 Gy, with a small portion of CNI2 receiving 40 Gy. The
actually delivered doses in such CNI2 extension areas varied across these 10 patients. Five of
them received between 50 and 60 Gy to the CNI2 region outside 60 Gy, one patient received
between 40 and 60 Gy, and four patients received between 30 and 60 Gy.

The volume of “normal” brain tissue within the spectroscopically evaluated region that was
morphologically intact and exhibited normal metabolite levels that was exposed to the
prescribed dose of 60 Gy exhibited a rather large median volume of 78.5 cc (range 20.1– 135.9
cc) compared to the volume of MRI/S (median 38.8, range 10.6 – 107.9 cc ) (Table 2).

Post-RT follow-up with respect to the RT dose
The changes in CE were evaluated with respect to the pre-RT parameters in all 23 patients
during follow-up examinations (Table 3). The CE volume inside PRESS was calculated at each
FU scan, and compared to that of the pre-RT scan. Median FU for all patients was 6 months
with a range of 1.7 to 16.5 months. Three of the 23 patients showed stable CE, 11 showed
decreasing CE (Figure 3b). A total of 9 patients showed new or increased CE on their FU scans
that resided within the pre-RT CNI2 (Figure 3a). Six of them showed CE within the CNI2 that
was covered by 60 Gy (see example in Figure 4), and 3 of them showed CE within the CNI2
that was not entirely covered by 60 Gy (see example in Figure 5). The first of those three
patients (pt 1 in Figure 3a) progressed through the course of RT and developed a large contrast
enhancing cyst with considerable midline shift 2 months after the start of RT. This patient
deceased shortly thereafter. The second patient (pt 2 in Figure 3a) showed new CE inferior to
the resection cavity, as well as enlarged CE around the resection cavity 10 months after RT.
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The volume of CE extending outside of the 60 Gy volume was 3 cc. This patient responded
initially to RT with an overall decrease in CE volume, but showed a significant increase in CE
volume at 10 months follow-up. The third patient (pt 3 in Figure 3a) showed increased CE
volume around the resection cavity at 8 months after RT, and the volume of CE extending
beyond the 60 Gy volume was 3.7 cc.

Post-RT Follow-up with respect to MRI/S
We assessed whether the addition of MRS to conventional MRI target definition would have
predicted regions of new or increasing CE at follow-up. For each follow-up scan, we evaluated
the extent of new or increased CE and compared it at the time of progression to the size of the
pre-RT MRI/S volume. Three patients showed increasing CE at the 2 month FU whereby the
new or increased CE resided within the combined MRI and MRSI abnormality (MRI/S) as
assessed at pre-RT in 2 of 3 patients (Table 4). Increased CE was found to extend beyond the
pre-RT MRI/S at the 2 month FU exam in the one patient described above who developed a
significant tissue shift due to the formation of a large contrast enhancing cyst (Figure 6). The
patient deceased shortly thereafter. At 4 months post RT, new or increased CE was observed
in 2 patients confined to the pre-RT MRI/S. At 6 months, 2 patients showed new or increased
CE. One of them showed new or increased CE residing within the MRI/S region. The other
patient had showed some increase (<25%) in his CE pattern at his prior FU but increased further
at 6 months and exceeded by then beyond the pre-RT MRI/S. This can be interpreted as the
result of continued outgrowth from the initial recurrence pattern which was originally confined
within the MRI/S lesion, as opposed to a recurrence that originated outside the combined MRI/
S volume at pre-RT. One patient at 8 months and another at 10 months after RT showed new
or increased CE whereby the new or increased CE was found confined within the pre-RT MRI/
S volume.

Relationship between volumes receiving 60 Gy and MRI/S lesions
For the 9 patients with new or increased CE, the median 60 Gy volume was 126.9 cc (range
81.2 – 163.9 cc), which is significantly larger than the volume of MRI/S (median 47.2 cc; range
15.3 – 80.2 cc), thereby leaving a large portion of normal brain tissue that received 60 Gy
(Table 2). Figure 7 shows 2 examples in which the volume of 60 Gy is compared to the volume
of MRI/S. Figure 7a depicts an example case where the 60 Gy isodose contour largely surrounds
the volume of MRI/S leaving a considerable portion of morphologically and metabolically
normal appearing brain tissue arguably over treated with 60 Gy. Defining the target volume
based on the combined metabolic and morphologic information could have spared a substantial
volume of brain tissue irradiated. Figure 7b shows another example case in which the difference
between the volumes of 60 Gy and MRI/S was minimal, but the 60 Gy isodose contour failed
to cover the entire MRI/S abnormal region because the target definition was based on the MRI
abnormality alone.

DISCUSSION
We have retrospectively evaluated whether a new approach for RT target definition that adds
MR based information on metabolic abnormality (CNI2) to the conventional RT target
definition is likely to be sufficient in defining the possible regions of new or increasing CE
that develop following conventional 3D conformal RT.

The conventional target definition and dose prescription for RT as applied in the herein
evaluated GBM patients status post surgical resection was found to cover the majority of MRSI
metabolic disease. However, the prescribed dose of 60 Gy did not cover all pre-RT tumor
extensions with tumor suggestive metabolic activity in 48% (11/23) of the patients (Table 1).
This CNI2 extension ranged in volume and was rather small in most cases but extended as
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much as 4 cm beyond the 60 Gy isodose line and was found to be covered by RT doses of at
least 30 Gy. Based on our recurrence analysis with respect to the pre-RT MRI/S volume, we
believe that this CNI2 extension outside the 60 Gy volume is not the initial focus of tumor
recurrence, but we observed that CE seemed to expand, i.e. the tumor grew into these regions
during FU.

All recurrence patterns analyzed in this study were local, and no distant failures were observed.
These findings are consistent with prior studies that have shown that the vast majority of
recurrences occur within 2 cm of the original tumor site [10,30,31] or “in field” (more than
80% of the tumor recurrence residing within the prescription isodose) [32]. The results
summarized in Table 3 show that the increased CE, as a presumed sign of tumor recurrence,
occurred both within and beyond the prescribed dose of 60 Gy. Increased CE was found within
the region of the CNI2 that extended beyond the 60 Gy isodose line in three patients. As pointed
out above, tumor seems to be growing into these regions rather than originating from there. In
other words, tumor growth or recurrence as demarcated by breakdown of the blood-brain
barrier is confined to the metabolically active tumor regions as assessed prior to RT. It is not
expected that the inclusion of the CNI2 volume into the 60 Gy volume would improve tumor
control but spare normal tissue.

The MRI/S volume may be considered as a new way to define custom shaped target volumes
which seems to contain the recurrence effectively within the first year of RT. We have shown
that 89 % of the patients exhibited recurrence patterns contained within the pre-RT MRI/S
volume (Table 4). This suggests that if we had reshaped the target definition using the MRI/S
volume, we could have reduced the irradiated volume to morphologically and metabolically
normal brain tissue, but still covered the recurrent tumor. Whether this approach would result
in the same pattern of recurrence still remains to be assessed in a clinical trial. In particular, it
remains to be shown that reducing tumor margins would not result in worsened tumor control
if one assumes that the herein described lack of recurrence in normal appearing brain may be
related to the efficacy of RT.

Our findings have importance for the target definition of high-grade gliomas and low-grade
gliomas alike [33]. Conventionally employed large uniform margins have been historically
utilized due to the inability to demarcate “invisible” tumor extent. They typically expose a
rather large volume of normal appearing brain arguably unnecessary. The new approach of
custom shaped margins in accordance to metabolic and morphologic abnormality will allow
for the sparing of normal tissue as well as reducing the overall volume of tissue radiated, and
thereby reduce side effects. This will allow the exploitation of focal therapies including delivery
if high focal doses to tumor subregions that deem radioresistant or particularly aggressive, i.e.
high proliferative potential. Such regions can be demarcated by MRSI and/or other metabolic
imaging techniques either prior to RT or at the end of RT by means of assessing a serial response
pattern. Studies in this regard are currently ongoing.

Adverse side effects following brain irradiation and the resulting compromised clinical
outcome can be minimized by limiting the volume of irradiated brain tissue. Such central
nervous system side effects include impaired intellectual function and hypothalamic-pituitary
dysfunction. The risk of radiation necrosis is rather unlikely following a conventional dose of
60 Gy delivered in standard fractionation of 2 Gy/30 fractions but rises rapidly as the radiation
dose increases above 60 Gy [34].

We found for the herein evaluated patient population that the volume of brain tissue that was
treated with 60 Gy but appeared morphologically and metabolically normal was rather large,
nearly double the median volume of the MRI/S. With respect to local control, all patients’
recurrence seemed to originate within the combined MRI/S abnormality except for one patient
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with debatable outcome due to significant tissue shift (Fig. 6). This suggests that tissue sparing
seems feasible using modern RT coupled with customized target definition that is based upon
the combined morphologic/metabolic imaging.

Current technical limitations in regard to the size and shape of the PRESS region prescribed
for MRS evaluation are likely to be overcome shortly with the design of more effective
suppression pulses that will allow the size of the selective volume to be adjusted to different
head sizes and shapes, allowing the spectroscopic analysis of larger regions of supratentorial
brain tissue.

CONCLUSIONS
Increased CE during FU was observed to occur within the combined MRI/S volume as defined
at pre-RT in all but one patient, for whom a large cyst caused a significant tissue shift. This
suggests that the definition of RT target volumes according to the morphologic and metabolic
abnormality (MRI/S) may be sufficient for RT targeting. MRSI in combination with MRI may
thus allow for a reduction and custom shaping of currently employed target volumes for RT
in brain gliomas which would reduce the dose exposure to uninvolved normal brain tissue.
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Figure 1.
T1 SPGR post contrast at pre-RT with corresponding multi-voxel spectra (a) and at 2 months
post RT (b) with superimposed regions of interest (ROIs). ROIs include PRESS (rectangular
box), CE (black solid line), 60 Gy (white dashed line), CNI2 (black dotted line), MRI/S (white
solid line). Note that the CNI2 suggests tumor infiltration along the posterior aspect of the
corpus callosum with crossing to the contralateral side which did not appear hyperintense on
T2 weighted MRI.
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Figure 2.
Detailed dose distribution of the same patient as in Fig. 1 with the CNI2 region extending
outside the 60 Gy isodose line (CNI2 solid line, 60 Gy dashed line). Additional isodose lines
for 30, 40, and 50 Gy are displayed as square dotted lines (outside to inside).
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Figure 3.
CE volume change in follow-up scans for patients with a) new or increased CE, and b)
decreased CE.
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Figure 4.
Example of increasing CE within MRI/S (solid line) that was covered by 60 Gy (dashed line):
(a) T1 SPGR at Pre-RT, (b) T1 SPGR at 7 months post RT
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Figure 5.
Example of increasing CE within MRI/S (black solid line) that was not entirely covered by 60
Gy (black dashed line): (a) T1 SPGR at Pre-RT. (b) T1 SPGR at 8 months post RT. Note the
limited coverage of the anterior and lateral portion of the temporal lobe due to current spatial
and size limitations in the PRESS prescription.
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Figure 6.
The only patient in whom increased CE occurred beyond the pre-RT combined MRI/MRSI
was due to the formation of a large necrotic cyst that caused a significant tissue shift: (a) T1
SPGR at Pre-RT. (b) T1 SPGR at 2 months post RT
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Figure 7.
Examples comparing the volume of MRI/S (solid line) and the actually delivered 60 Gy (dashed
line). (a) shows typical volume of 60 Gy compared to MRI/S, which had large portion of normal
appearing brain tissue that received 60 Gy, and (b) shows the case where MRI/S extended
beyond 60 Gy.
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Table 1
Summary of the pre-RT metabolic (CNI2) and combined modality (MRI/S) findings with respect to the actually
delivered RT dose of 60 Gy.

Number of patients Extension volume (cc) Within PRESS
[median, range]

Maximum distance (cm) [median,
range]

MRI/S outside 60 Gy 11/23 5.4 (1.3 – 48.5) 2.5 (1.0 – 13.6)
CNI2 outside 60 Gy 10/23 3.5 (0.2 – 29.2) 1.7 (0.4 – 4.0)
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Table 2
Volume comparison between MRI/S, normal brain tissue receiving 60 Gy, and the total volume of 60 Gy for all
patients and for the subset of patients with new or increased CE. Note that the overall volume of 60 Gy was much
larger than the MRI/S volume, leaving a large portion of normal brain tissue that received 60 Gy.

Number of patients MRI/S volume (cc) [median,
range]

Normal brain tissue receiving 60
Gy (cc) [median, range]

Total volume of 60 Gy (cc)
[median, range]

Total 23 38.8 (10.6 – 107.9) 78.5 (20.1 – 135.9) 126.8 (71 – 165.7)
9 with new/increased CE 47.2 (15.3 – 80.2) 77.5 (44.5 – 115.5) 126.9 (81.2 – 163.9)
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Table 3
Overall contrast enhancing (CE) changes in all 23 patients during follow-up (FU) relative to pre-RT

CE during FU # patients
New/Increased CE CE occurring within CNI2 that was not entirely covered by 60 Gy 3

CE occurring within CNI2 that was covered by 60 Gy 6
Decreasing CE 11

Stable CE 3
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Table 4
Patients with new or increased contrast enhancement (CE) during follow-up (FU), and the median volume of
new or increased CE which extends beyond the volume of MRI/S‥ One of the two patients at 6 months showed
increased CE of >25% at 6 month FU relative to pre-RT whereby the increased CE beyond MRI/S occurred as
an outgrowth from prior discernible CE changes (<25% at prior FU).
Time after RT

(months)
Number of patients with new

or increased CE
Number of patients with new or

increased CE beyond MRI/S
Median volume of new or

increased CE beyond MRI/S (cc)
2 3 1 5.1
4 2 0 -
6 2 (1) (3.3)
8 1 0 -
10 1 0 -
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